Starships D6 / Sienar Fleet Systems Om
Name: Omega Transport
Type: Seinar Fleet Systems Omega
Class Transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 48 Meters
Skill: Space Transports - Sentinel
Transport
Crew: 2, gunners 2, skeleton 1/+10
Passengers: 5
Crew Skill: Space Transports 5D,
Starship Gunnery 4D+2, Starship
Shields 4D
Consumables: 6 Months
Cargo Capacity: 450 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X1
Hyperdrive Backup: X10
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 295;850kmh
Maneuverability: 1D
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D+2
Sensors:
Passive: 30/1D
Scan: 50/2D
Search: 90/3D
Focus: 4/4D
Cloaking Device : No
Weapons:
Quad Blaster Cannon (fire linked)
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 1D
Space: 1-3/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 6D
2 Concussion Cannister Launchers (3 cannisters in each)
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1 each
Fire Control: 2D

Space: 1/4/8
Atmosphere Range: 50-100/400/800m
Damage: 8D

Description: The Omega Class Transport is part of the series which also spawned the Lambda class
shuttle, and the Sentinel class troop transport. It shares a number of features with its sister ships, but is a
slightly older design so is somewhat more primative than them. The Omega is a cargo vessel, aimed
towards the military market so is equipped with excellent weaponry and sensors for a transport vessel, it
also has a massive cargo capacity. These vessels are far more expensive than both civilian transports
and smaller transport vessels like the Sentinel class, so the Empire only bought these in limited
quantities, however what the Empire considered to be limited quantities was a massive amount, meaning
that many hundreds of thousands of these vessels were built. They continue to ply the spacelanes
transferring small cargoes wherever the Empire needs them, although a few have also fallen into civilian
hands where this heavily armed transport has found itself perfectly at home. As well as being treasured
by pirates, smugglers as well as more legitimate cargo transporters, the Omega has also become a
favorite of some bounty hunters, especially the bounty hunter Dengar who uses a Omega as his primary
base of operations. A source of much debate is the removable cargo bay, which can be dropped off to
free the Omega for its next cargo, although this is a very useful feature for the Imperial fleet of Omegas, it
is extremely unlikely that a cargo operator will have both an Omega and a supply of cargo bays to take
advantage of this feature. However it has led to some daring robberies when owners of Omegas have
swooped in to snatch away a valuable Imperial cargo, although the chances of ending up with a cargo
bay of Imperial troops is one of the risks of this kind of operation. The Concussion Canisters used by the
Omega are now outdated, but remain in production just to supply the Omega, due to the impressive cost
that it would take to replace all of the launchers on the entire Imperial fleet of Omegas.
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